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Great women revealing
the female face of innovation

to this generation, and the next.

The Great Women Portrait Project:
LEGACY + LEARNING

THE GREAT WOMEN PORTRAIT PROJECT
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THE GREAT WOMEN PORTRAIT PROJECT
lets female industry leaders use portrait art to

promote diversity and inclusion by
revealing ‘the female face’ of innovation

to this generation, and the next.

Women have paved powerful paths in traditionally male-dominated domains like 
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM). Women’s accomplishments, 

however, are not as well known. Men have been the record keepers. That omission 
has bred a gap in our awareness around what ‘women’s work’ really means. That 

gap in our collective consciousness feeds the lack of diversity, inclusion and 
equality in those arenas of work and study.

 
Great Women Productions sees that omission as a powerful opportunity: 

to learn, to collaborate, to lead.  The Great Women Portrait Project reveals the 
powerful paths that women have paved in fields such as STEM: young women will 
see these arenas of endeavor differently, and gain a fresh sense of ownership and 

pride, when they discover what ‘women’s work’ really means.

Women today,
discovering women of yesterday, 
inspiring women of tomorrow.
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HOW IT WORKS:

STEP 1. 

You (a female leader) will sponsor an original, large-scale portrait by artist Jo 
Napier that captures the face and story of a little known, historic female pioneer.

Portraits primarily honor, but are not restricted to, historic pioneers in science, 
technology, engineering and math (STEM).

STEP 2. 

Your portrait of a Great Woman is hung in a professional space, subtly advocating 
for diversity, inclusion and gender equality; acknowledging that women have paved 
powerful, but largely unknown, paths in traditionally male-dominated domains.

STEP 3.

Your sponsorship of a Great Woman Portrait enables creation of a ‘virtual portrait’ 
– an online vignette blending original portrait art with fascinating biographical 
details; your chosen youth organization/educator will be able to download and use 
as learning tools and lesson content.

STEP 4. 

Media (traditional and social) coverage spurs on sponsor and 
group engagement.



“Are the portraits that hang in the hallways of your organization only 
of past male leaders? Know that this is impacting what employees or 
students believe possible for themselves.”

- Iris Bohnet, Academic Dean at Harvard Kennedy School, 
author of ‘What Works: Gender Equality By Design’

…

“When a girl closes her eyes, to imagine a scientist or inventor or 
pioneer, I want her to see a female face.” 

-  Jo Napier, Artist

The Great Women Portrait Project:
Women today,

discovering women of yesterday,  
inspiring women of tomorrow.

Jo Napier, Creator, Great Women Portrait Project
TheGreatWomenPortraitProject.com

jo@GreatWomenProductions.com   
902.209.8300


